IGS 611-KL “International Organizations”

Ambassador Paul A. Trivelli/Dr. Bradford McGuinn

Wednesday 6:25PM-9:05PM MM 318

This course covers the entire spectrum of international organizations and the theoretical and practical issues relating to international organizations including peace and security, human rights, and economic development.

(Course is open to all students at the University of Miami)

IGS 612-UV “International Administration”

Professor Jose Ganitsky

Tuesday 6:25PM-9:05PM MM 117

This course presents a broad overview of concepts, theories, processes, and practical global challenges confronting professional public/nonprofit managers; discusses contemporary issues facing multi-national corporations, non-government organizations, and public agencies; and analyzes the similarities and differences between public, non-profit and private management.

(Course is open to all students at the University of Miami).
IGS 615-UV  “International Economics for MAIA”

Dr. Maxime Larive  
Thursday  6:25PM-9:05PM  MM 203

This course reviews the essentials of International Economics. It then provides students with an operational understanding of the theory of comparative advantage and its application to policy issues.

IGS 644-KL  "Energy Security and Environmental Sustainability"

Dr. Dina Moulioukova  
Monday  6:25-9:05pm  MM 318

This course will introduce students to the concepts of environmental sustainability and energy security. It will stress the importance of energy and mitigation of climate change in formulation of country strategies, advancement of national interests and shaping of the international system. For long energy has been one of the major factors in formulating countries’ strategies, shaping international politics and defining security. Recent economic slowdown and revolution of unconventional oil and gas have reshaped global geopolitical landscape. This course will examine the intersection between energy, environmental sustainability, politics and international security. It will take energy security as a starting point and will explore how states meet their energy security and environmental sustainability needs and what implications this process has globally.
IGS 617-01 "Practicum in International Administration"

Dr. Bradford McGuinn
Arranged

The practicum gives students the opportunity to apply academic theory and acquired skills in international administration under real world conditions. Students first complete an approved internship in an appropriate organization and then present a report/case study analysis under the supervision of the MAIA faculty.

IGS 820-01 "MAIA Masters Project"

Dr. Bradford McGuinn
Arranged

For students conducting additional research, practice, field experience or special projects as part of their graduate experience.